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Re-board Premium White Core is incredibly lightweight yet 

exceptionally strong and fully recyclable. The unique engineered white 

fluted core of Re-board Premium White Core ensures excellent planar 

flatness combined with design flexibility to create almost any shape. 

 

 

General  

The newcomer in the Re-board family is 

Re-board Premium White Core. With its 

white and bright core it is perfect for 

applications were a customer’s first 

choice might not be to expose that the 

board is made out of paper.   

Since there is no need for an edge band 

Re-board Premium White Core is truly a 

time saver in production and an overall 

cost saver. 

Printing and finishing 

Re-board Premium White Core uses the 

same liner as Re-board Premium so it 

can be digitally printed or finished with 

decorative laminates to achieve 

stunning results. The unique engineered 

fluted core enables a Re-board sheet to 

be rapidly cut into any conceivable 

shape. Re-board Premium White Core 

does not break under pressure and 

bends in a predictable way.  

 

Chemicals  

The bleached pulp used for the 

production of the core is classified as 

ECF pulp, i.e. produced without any use 

of Chlorine gas (Cl2).  

Sustainability 

Re-board Premium White Core 

contains no harmful components 

and utilizes water-based 

adhesives. The board can be 

recycled as paper in normal 

waste paper streams found 

throughout the world.  

          Certified Management Systems 

The Norrköping mill is FSC Chain of 

Custody certified according to FSC-STD-

40-004 ver 2.1. 

Producing mill 

Re-board Premium White Core is 

produced in Norrköping, Sweden. 
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Re-board Premium White Core 

Liner grammage (g/m2) 500 

(400 kraft liner + 20 PE + 80 

print paper) 

Opacity (%) 90.5 

Whiteness (CIE) 117 

Brightness 

(ISO 2470-2: D65, %) 

95 

Smoothness (PPS, um) 2.8 

Surface gloss 

(TAPPI T 480: 75o, g.u.) 

<25 

Width (mm) 1600 

Length (mm) 2200, 2400, 3200 

Thickness (mm) 10, 16 

Weight (kg/sqm) 1,86 (10 mm), 2,3 (16 mm) 

Tolerance, corner curvature from flat (mm) <10 

Tolerance in length, general (mm) ± 5 


